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“BUBBLE FUSION’: PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF SPHERICAL 
MICRO-IMPLOSIONS IN CAVITATING LIQUIDS 

R. A. Krakowski 
Group TSA-3 

Systems Engineering and Integration Group 
January 5,  1995 

I. BACKGROUND 

Liquids irradiated with intense ultrasonic waves can generate small cavities or bubbles. Upon nonlinear 
expansion to a state of disequilibrium, wherein the externally imposed hydrostatic pressure far exceeds that 
of entrapped non-condensable gas, these bubbles undergo a rapid and violent collapse. This collapse, if 
symmetric, can generate high pressures and temperatures through a number of possible mechanisms. The 
simplest and oldest suggests a focusing of the kinetic energy of all the surrounding liquid 
onto the collapsing bubble and the subsequent heating of entrapped gases under either adiabatic or 
isothermal conditions. Although induced by externally imposed millisecond pressure oscillations, these 

3 collapses can occur on sub-microsecond timescales and are accompanied by picosecond light emissions; 
this combination of sound and light is called sonoluminescence. Recent explanations of observed high 
temperatures and picosecond radiation pulses accompanying such collapses are based on the interaction of 
multiple shock waves that are launched off the inward-moving cavity wall. . Other potential explanations 

7 8 invoke dipole emissions induced by intermolecular collisions or the release of Casimir energy when a 
10-13 that the processes responsible for dielectric hole is filled . Conjectures have been made 

sonoluminescence may be extended to generated conditions where thermonuclear fusions might 
occur. Such an achievement would extend scientific interest in sonoluminescence out of a purely chemical 
context to include the study of matter subjected to more extreme conditions, The main goal of this 
“scoping” study is to understand better conditions where deuterium-tritium fusions might be observed in 
conjunction with micro-implosions in cavitating liquids; prognoses of fusion application at this point are 
unintended. 
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11. MODEL 

The present “scoping” calculations are based on modeling uniform, nearly adiabatic compressional 
heating of a hard-sphere (van der Waals) gas in a collapsin cavity using a formalism that differs little from 
that reported by Lord Rayleigh nearly eighty years ago . The collapse of a gas-filled bubble with an 
(initial) internal gas pressure, Pgo, much less than an applied hydrostatic, Ph, was simply and accurately 
modeled in 1917 by Lord Rayleigh , who suggested that the potential energy -(4/3)Rz(Ph - Pgo) created 
by the formation of a non-equilibrium cavity of radius R, in a hydrostatically pressurized liquid could be 
converted to kinetic energy of all the surrounding liquid and focused onto the gas trapped in the cavity of 

pressure needed to achieve force balance with the environment, can be viewed as a three-dimensional “sling 
shot”, cocked and ready to convert the elastically stored potential energy in the liquid to pressure-volume 
work on the contained gas. 

A 
1 

ever-diminishing radius R(t). This “disequilibrium” bubble (e.g., feq = Pg,/Pg, EQ << 1, where PgQ is the gas 

When a time-varying pressure, P,(t), is added to the hydrostatic pressure, Ph, far from the bubble and 
included in the balance between kinetic energy, potential energy, and work, along with the addition of a 
viscous pressure term13 [-4 q R (dWdt)/r] to P,, and using pressure balance, the following (Rayleigh- 
Plesset) bubble-dynamics equation results: 

2 
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3 3 where v = W d t ,  z = (R,/R) = l/x , pe is the liquid density, P, = 2 OR, is the Laplace or surface tension 
pressure, and q is the liquid-phase viscosity (assumed in these computations to be zero). The Rayleigh- 
Plesset (Noltingk-Neppiras-Poritsky) equation describes a highly idealized bubble and is subject to a 2 

number of important limitation, some of which are listed below 2,14,16* 

single bubble in an infinite medium 
spherical bubble, no distortions or breakup 
spatially uniformity within and outside the bubble 
absence of body forces 
acoustic wavelengths (associated with Pa) much greater than R 
no viscous effects within the bulk liquid [the viscous term in Eqn. (1) is associated only with fluid 
motion near the bubble surface] 
incompressible liquid phase 
constant gas inventory within the bubble 
constant liquid vapor pressure (isothermal cavity wall) 
no molecular diffusion into or out of the bubble 
no acoustic streaming and impact of resulting shear stresses on bubble shape 
ideal-gas, adiabatic behavior within the bubble with a constant polytropic index. 
no radiation loss from the gadplasma within the bubble 

0 no gas-phase shock formation (e.g. ,  gas-phase speed of sound, c >> dR/dt). 

Within these limitations, Eqn. (1) is solved for both a range of harmonic and aharmonidresonant pressure 
functions, starting with an equilibrium bubble (x = R,/RFQ = 1, fes =1). In the case of driven systems, an 
initial radius, RFQ , is chosen to give a natural resonant frequency, cor = ,/m / R, , equal to the driver 
frequency, 2zf; otherwise, a significant part of the numerical computation is devoted to resolving 
uninteresting transient effects . In addition to determining R(t) and T(t), the resulting gas pressure, P,(t), is 

assumed to be generated in a deuterium- tritium (DT) gas mixture, an impulse parameter Pgdt - <n z T> 

is computed for each compression the arises, and the DT fusion yield per compression, YLD, for each 
compression registered. These integral quantities, along with the peak radial compression, xmin = Rmin/Ro, 
and the maximum temperature, T(xmin), are correlated with the disequilibrium parameter, fes = Pgd PEQ, 
evaluated at the beginning of each major compression. Both DT depletion through burnup and fusion- 
product heating are monitored, but this information is not incorporated into the time-dependent model; for 
most of the conditions examined, these fusion-related effects on the bubble dynamics and response are not 
important. In addition to the use of a van der Waals equation of state, a second correction to the ideal-gas 
adiabat is applied to adjust (approximately) for “sliding adiabaticity” associated with energy shed from the 
compressing bubble in the form of free-free electron (Bremsstrahlung) radiation. The degree of ionization 
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21,22 is assumed to be given by the Saha equilibrium relationship 
the atomic and ionic partition functions are taken as unity. 

. The dissociation of DT is neglected, and 

The analysis reported herein parametrically describes in a fusion context (e.g., fusion neutron yield, 
density-time-temperature product) the effect of varying the loading of this three-dimensional “sling shot” 
vis a‘ vis the disequilibrium parameter feq. Equation (1) is solved with P, = feqP,, at t = 0 and P,(t) = 0 to 
model the “Rayleigh collapse”, peak parameters, and integrated fusion parameters (e.g., <n z T> and YLD) 
as a function of feq; the mechanism and trajectory by which this level of disequilibrium is achieved is not 
modeled here. The feasibility of achieving the required level of disequilibrium starting with an equilibrium 
bubble (e.g., feq = 1) is investigated and reported elsewhere2’ by solving the Rayleigh-Plesset equation 
under conditions of both harmonic and aharmonic/resonant pressure loadings of the liquid surrounding the 
(initially) equilibrium bubble; for reasons of space, only the parametric variation of feq is reported here. 

111. RESULTS 

The “disequilibrium” parameter feq along with and initial equilibrium bubble radius, R, EQ , are specified to 

determine an initial normalized (disequilibrium) radius, x, = RJRFQ, with which to begin the time- 
dependent calculation of R(t) and the fusion-related integral and peak parameters. Figure 1 gives a 
schematic representation of the case wherein an equilibrium (x = 1, fq = 1) bubble is brought by some 
unspecified route to a state of disequilibrium (f, < l), the resulting three-dimensional “sling shot” is 
released, and the ensuing compression (and rebouni) is numerically followed in time by means of Eqn. (1). 
The unspecified (unmodeled) equilibrium + disequilibrium trajectory, x = 1 + x, is assumed to occur 
slowly (relative to the time scale of the ensuing collapse) and isothermally. All computations that vary fq 
parametrically correspond to an equilibrium bubble of radius REQ = 100 pm, with the isothermal 
excursion to the initial radius R,, where actual modeling of the bubble collapse begins, being given by 
xo = 11 / fq + v;) /(I + v ~ > I ” ~ .  In this expression, x, = R,/ R ~ Q  and po = (Ph + P, - P,,)/(R~T,) is 
the DT gas density in the equilibrium (x = 1) bubble and V; = P ~ V H ,  where VH is the van der Waals hard- 
sphere volume; for all cases reported, with Ph = 1x10 5 Pa and Po, = 2 o/Ro EQ . 

20 6 The parametric dependencies of xrninFo = Rrnin/Ro, <nTT>/10 , YLD/lO , and T(xrnin) on feq are shown on 
Fig. 2. The sample normalized-radius trajectory (during compression) used in the Fig.-1 illustration 
corresponds to feq = 0.01. Shown also is the fq dependence of xmin = Rmin/ REQ. The peak temperatures 
reported correspond to an adiabatic heating along that starts with a disequilibrium bubble at To = 300 K, 
under the assumption that the equilibrium + disequilibrium trajectory was achieved slowly and 
isothermally. Shown also on Fig. 2 are peak temperatures for the case where the expansion part of the 
trajectory was also adiabatic. The <nzT> and YLD values reported on Fig. 2, however, correspond to the 
more optimistic isothermal equilibrium + disequilibrium trajectory. For this case, measurable quantities of 

-4 neutrons from a single bubble collapse would require that bubble to be “set up” with feq < 10 . 
Considerably lower (more-demanding) values of feq would be required if the assumed expansion from the 

20 equilibrium to the disequilibrium state (Fig. 1) is adiabatic . Examples are given in Ref. 20 of means to 
achieve the required fes values by exciting an (initially) equilibrium bubble with strong acoustic waves, but 
non-adiabatic expansion (e.g., expansion without cooling) are needed for measurable fusion yields (per 
compression) to be predicted. 

An estimate of the efficiency with which fusion might be generated can be made using the system described 
in Fig. 3. The fusion power that might be generated from a system of nB(l/m ) bubbles per unit volume 3 
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being irradiated with acoustic energy of amplitude PA(MPa) and frequency f(Hz) is measured as the ratio 
QF relative to the acoustic power, €‘;/(2Z&/Q~(10 MW/m ), where QA is given on Fig. 3 as the acoustic- 

energy Q-value in terms of the pressure-amplitude reflection coefficient, R, and 21 - - cepe is the acoustic 

impedance of the liquid; for a combination of room-temperature water and most metals, QA = 3-5. The 
maximum density of active bubbles, ng, is dictated by the minimum volume of liquid surrounding each 
active (disequilibrium) bubble needed to contribute to the collapse, as measured here by the ratio (rc/Ro)min. 
Hence, with Ro and REQ being the (maximum) disequilibrium and equilibrium bubble radii, respectively, 
and the volume of the equilibrium bubble being designated as VfQ = (4/3)n( R, EQ ) , the density of active 

bubbles conservatively is given by fed VfQ/(r&,) f n  . With these definitions, the following relationships 
for QF and the average fusion power density, [PD]F(MW/~ ), result: 

6 2 

3 

[ P D ] F ( M W / ~ ~ )  = [YLDJEf e (f IN) n B  . (3) 

In these expressions, the drive frequency is f, and the subharmonic collapse occurs 1/N acoustic cycles (N - 
4 for the f = 10 kHz case reported in Ref 20). The relationship between feq and [YLD] must be derived 

3 from some model, as reported for example in Fig. 2. For PA = 0.1 MPa, Ce = 1,480 d s ,  pe = 1,000 kg/m , 
f/N = 10 /4, E, = 17.6 MeV/(DT)fusion, and RFQ = 10 4 -4 

m, 

7 -5 From Fig. 2, [YLD] - 10 fusions/pulse when fW - 10 ; for L = 1 m and QA = 5, a value of (rc/Ro)min = 
6.3 would give a QF = 1 “physics breakeven”; the (active) bubble density and the (average) fusion power for 
this case are nB = 9,600 bubbledm and [PDIF = 6.7X10A4 MW/m . The scaling relationship suggested in 
Eqn. (4) indicates a number of routes to improved performance: 

3 3 

increased acoustic Q-value, QA 
increased fusion yield, [YLD](fusions/pulse), for less disequilibrium, (e.g., increased feq) and 
reduced (initial, equilibrium) bubble radius, REQ . 
reduced acoustic drive, PA, without compromising the two items listed above. 
reduced unit-cell volume per active bubble (e.g., increased nB and improved utilization of the 

3 invested acoustic energy), as measured by (rJR,) min; essentially, more of the liquid mass would be 
used (e.g., “shared”) to provide inertial drive to more than one active bubble. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Results of analyses based on a simplified model2* are reported herein indicate the potential of observing 
thermonuclear fusion in a collapsing gas-filled bubble. This conclusion is made on the basis of the 
modelistic limitations listed above and the ability to achieve large disequilibria (e.g., feq c 10 - 10 ) along 
a stable and reasonably isothermal trajectory. A program to improve the reliability of these projections 

-4 -5 
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requires both a properly directed and diagnosed experiment as well as more detailed and realistic numerical 
simulations. It seems appropriate to launch a small effort to understand and possibly to enhance the micro- 
implosions responsible for sonoluminescence and possibly “sono-fusion”. The attributes of such a 
program include: 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

offers an inexpensive opportunity for a “long-shot” demonstration of thermonuclear fusion, with 
possible support of existing or planned devices and diagnostics for the study of Inertial-Confinement 
Fusion. 

presents a means to advance understanding of chemical and atomic processes related to reactive shocks, 
collision-induced dipole emission , and gas-dynamic lasing 7 13,23 . 
permits application, modification, extension, and development of diagnostics for use in resolving the 
spatial and radiative dynamics of fast micro-implosions. 

provides an inexpensive experimental means for benchmarking hydrodynamics and plasma simulation 
models and the physical-properties data base they use. 

contributes chemical and atomic-physics understanding of an area that is far from resolved, is of high 
current interest, and could lead to new chemical processing schemes, including in situ chemical 
modification of a range of stored waste. 

The simplified simulation model used here and in Ref. 20 must be extended to include: a) multiple, 
interacting shock waves ; b) gradient-driven transport phenomena; c) gadplasma-(cavity)wall interactions; 
d) improved physical- properties data base, including that use to model the fusion physics. 
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Figure 2. Parametric dependence of integral and peak-compression parameters on disequilibrium 
parameter, fq = Pgo/PgQ, under assumption of isothermal expansion prior to adiabatic collapse to peak 
temperature T. 
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Figure 2. Parametric dependence of integral and peak-compression parameters on disequilibrium 
parameter, fq = Pgo/PgQ, under assumption of isothermal expansion prior to adiabatic collapse to peak 
temperature T. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of system used to estimated fusion Q-value, QF = [Fusion Power]/[Acoustic Power], 
where [Fusion Power] (MW/m ) = [YLDIE, e (f/N) nB L and [Acoustic Power] (MW/m = Pi/(2Z,)/QA. 

The pressure-amplitude reflection coefficient is R, and the acoustic impedences, Z,,,, or the liquid and solid, 

respectively . 
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